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CAN MIDDLE CLASS MAN ASPIRE TO
ANYTHING HIGHER THAN THIS?
(When owner saw draft he demmTed at Middle
Class. "There are," he says, "Real Lords on
the Estate.") A New (' 63) RANCH STYLE
DET. HOUSE in private drive "Wiv wooded
environs." In FASHIONABLE DULWICH
only 12 mins. Victoria. Clkrm. Fine LARGE
split level drawing rm. & dining rm., study, or
extra bedrm., 4 gd. bedrms., fit. wdrbs., BIG
boxrm., 2 LUX bathrms., shower, super
Wrighton fit. b'fast rm./kit. GLEAM. PARQUET. CENT. HEAT. Fully stocked gdn.
ABUTTING WOOD. DBLE GARAGE
(takes his Vintage Rolls & another) ONLY
£17,850.

23rd October 1966
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AMENITIES OR MENACES?

Mr Kai is now serving
in Crystal Palace
(and not a lot of people know that)
Take-away service available
(ask for our free delivery service)
Mr Kai Peking Cuisine
11 Central Hill, Crystal Palace, London SE19

Southwark Council's sale of the "family silver" continues
and they have been asked by a prospective purchaser to
.___ _ ___. approve the use of Pynners Close for a golf driving range.
The proposal illustrates the dilemma in which local authorities, short
of funds to maintain so many services, find themselves. It also tests the
resolve of amenity groups like the Dulwich Society which want to
preserve the area.
Pynners Close on Dulwich Common, part of the South Circular Road,
and within the conservation area, was formerly Wilson's Grammar
School playing fields, run by the Inner London Education Authority and
then put in the hands of Southwark Council.
Southwark do not have the money to maintain the playing fields. So
the lease of the 8.8 acre site has been put up for sale subject to planning
permission and change of use consent from the freeholder.
The Council offers with the land the pavilion and changing rooms (in
need of repair) and describes the site as "suitable for a variety of uses
compatible with metropolitan open land, football, rugby, cricket, golf,
etc."

Tel: (081) 766 7660
Fax: (081) 670 6384

The pavilion is very dilapidated, the ground is littered with rubbish,
discarded beer and soft drink cans and the only people interested in it
until now are a group of keen amateur soccer players with their eye on
the ball rather than the litter.

Business Hours: Lunch 12.00-4.00 Sunday only
Dinner 6.00-11.30 Monday to Sunday (7 days)

Now a private concern seeks planning permission to install a 60-bay
golf driving course, comprising a two-storey building, floodlit green, a car
park for 93 cars and the formation of a new vehicular access on to
Dulwich Common.

Fully Licensed and Air Conditioned

___JiL
Central Hill

-!<

Weslow Hill

Such an access by adults in cars rather than youngsters on foot or on
cycles will add to the already over-burdened two-lane thoroughfare. Any
increase in traffic will be universally regarded as detrimental.
Planning proposals in the past have been rejected on these grounds.
A petrol filling station and a gypsy encampment have been among the
proposals rejected.

Mr.Kai

What about a golf driving range? Being a private concern, unlike the
Dulwich and Sydenham Golf Club, which ls for the benefit of members,
the proposers will want to maximise profitability. That is why they want
access for as many as 93 car users day and night and a floodlit green.
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An application for the t1oodlightlng of an existing nearby sports
ground on the same stretch of road has been rejected because of
objections by neighbours while Dulwich College has been allowed to erect
very high and powerful floodlighting equipment further along the same
route.
There is little doubt that the two-storey building is intended to
become a licensed premises and the views of neighbouring residents onthe prospect of nocturnal sporting and non-sporting activities Is awaited
with interest.
Dulwich College was, however, able to obtain planning permission,
despite objection, for very high floodlights for their sports complex on
Dulwich Common.
One of these powerful lights not only illuminates the sports area, but
shines outside the complex, across the South Circular Road, over a
mansion and gardens opposite and beyond a bungalow and more
gardens even further away glaring Into the rear bedroom of an occupant
of Frank Dixon Way, a total distance of at least 660 feet (220 yards).

somewhat restricted. A care or nursing home, hotel, conference centre,
catering facility or restaurant, subject to planning consent, have been
suggested. it is to be hoped that the tenants and other residents will be
able to succeed in maintaining it for their own benefit even if the council
could not do so.
And also for sale ... Southwark is also offering for sale a highly
desirable public lavatory. Disused, it stands at the rear of the grounds of
the mini-park adjoining East Dulwich library in Lordship Lane.
It would cost £200,000 to build a new toilet block on the site, so the
council has replaced it with a coin-In-the-slot superloo which only cost
between £50,000 and £70,000 and does not need staffing.

We are assured that the public will still have access to the park with
its public seats, lawn and well-tended flower beds. The old conveniences
meanwhile are to be sold and probably turned into self-contained offices.

Despite complaints, nothing has been done to devote the light entirely
on to the subject for which it was originally intended, namely the sports
being played on the ground below it.
There is a danger that the proposed floodlights of the sloping golf
range of Pynners Close would be even more likely to intrude on people
and places beyond the area for which planning permission is sought.

*

Winner of Les Routiers Casserole Award 1992

*

The proposers also want the two-storey building to include licensed
premises within a club house. This will no doubt perpetuate business
and guarantee, If not actually increase, the optimum number of 93 cars
parked on the premises.
Full and further particular of the proposed nocturnal sporting and
non-sporting activities of the proposers will be awaited with interest. Not
to mentiori the views of the neighbours and abutting residents.
See "Sightings" by Paul Bradbeer.

Also for sale ... Kingswood House the imposing Grade II listed
building in the centre of the Kingswood Estate, may well have been saved
by the residents.
·
The freehold has been offered by the Council and the residents,
forming the Kingswood Trust, have secured the right to buy on condition
they raise the £450,000 - £500,000 price within a year.
Because the House and land around it was originally obtained by a
compulsory purchase order for a council estate, the use of the building is
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THE TASTE OF FRANCE ON YOUR DOORSTEP
LUNCH - 12 noon to 2.00 pm
DINNER - 7.00pm to 10.30pm
Sunday Lunch 12 noon to 2.30pm. Children welcome
CloseG Saturday lunchtime, Sunday evening & all day Monday
PRIVATE FUNCTIONS CATERED FOR

272 ROSENDALE ROAD, LONDON SE24 - TEL: 081-674 6060
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FESTIVE THOUGHTS.
THE SOCIETY'S OFFICERS:
It is only a mile and a half from Dulwich College to St. Johns's Church

Vacancies

near the corner of Ady's Road and East Dulwich Road, Goose Green. And
they represent the illusory boundaries of two cultures of East Dulwich
and West Dulwich.
The Dulwich Festival from September 18 - 26 set out to unite them.
The organisers did well and are already planning another for 1994. They
deserve to succeed even more.
It is difficult lo believe that anyone In the broad area did not know that
there was a festival taking place. Handbills, posters, local newspapers,
word of mouth should have ensured that not a soul alive was unaware
that there was something for everybody to enjoy in the offing.
And all that Jazz

There was art (pictures and embroidery), music (classical and Jazz),
an organ recital, opera, drama, comedy, poetry, cabaret, a church fun
crawl, heritage walks, a children's photo exhibition, and more.
It was Inevitable that Fete '93 at Dulwich College and the Festival
Finale in Dulwich Park would dominate the Festival. Primarily because
the Fete is an annual event and held in the huge college grounds and the
finale was also held In a large well-down park.
Yet for some the concert at St. John's, Goose Green, with the Dulwich
Festival Choir, was a fitting opening to the festival to complement the
giant wall mural opposite the church. Music from William Blake's time
matched the mural of "Blake's Vision of Angels."
Just as the pocket opera at Alleyn's School and Jazz and poetry in the
Crown and Greyhound, Dulwich Village, was a fitting close.
The hearts of East and West Dulwich are nearer as a result of the
Festival. The organisers are asking for ideas for next year's feast.
Two military bands, one starting from St John's, Goose Green, the
other from Dulwich College, to March to meet halfway at Alleyn's School
to open the festival might be a great annual reminder of how close a mile
and a half really ls.
Brian McConnell
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ROBIN TAYLOR has decided to retire, having been
our Honorary Secretary for the last ten years. She
has done a magnificent job and we shall miss her
very much.
To fill the gap she will leave we need volunteers for
the following posts:-

Hon. Secretary.
With the Chairman and members of the Executive
Committee, the Hon. Secretary plays a central role in
or very active society of over one thousand members.
An interesting job with pleasant colleagues which we
hope will appeal to one of our members.

Chair of a new Social Sub-Committee.
To lead a small group to initiate a modest programme
of social events, particularly our highly successful
annual Christmas entertainment.
I shall be very pleased to discuss any of these roles
with members who might volunteer for them; or who
might suggest someone we could approach.
Please don't hesitate to come forward!
Reg Collins
Chairman
081-693 1223
September 1993
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LOCAL COUNCIL CHARGES

Do you pay too much in council charges? Many
residents of Dulwich live on private roads. No matter in
which tax band they find themselves, they pay for public services - street
cleaning, grass verge maintenance, etc. - not once but twice. They are
billed by and pay Southwark, Lambeth or Lewisham Councils and
they are billed by and pay Dulwich College Estates' Governors for the
same work.
If you think you are paying twice you should ask for an appeal form

are trains to London from North Dulwich every 15 minutes throughout
the day.
A full list of train times and connections for North Dulwich, Herne
Hill, West Dulwich and Sydenham Hill is included in the Station Guides.
They will be distributed locally by volunteers from the Dulwich and
Herne Hill Societies, and will also be in local shops and, of course, at the
stations. The Guides are sponsored by Hamptons, the estate agents.
We started publishing these Guides three years ago. People locally are
now more aware of the rail services, and because we make use of them,
we've kept our trains.
New Guides are now available.

by writing to The Listing Officer, Valuation Office Agency, Lincoln House,
75 Westminster Bridge Road, London, SEl 7HS.

Margaret Hanton

The officer will send you the fom1 which you should complete and
return as soon as possible.

Christmas entertainment The Society's fourth annual seasonal
entertainment will be a true meeting of minds between town and gown.
The executive committee had hoped musicians from James Allen's Girls'
School might provide the bedrock of the programme. This they will do,
but in a rather different way, for which the Society is most grateful to
Rupert Bond, Head of Music at JAGS.
Society members and friends will be able to contribute towards JAGS'

He will then check with the appropriate Council. If he considers the
Valuation List contains an obvious error, priority will be given to your
appeal. In other cases, appeals will be dealt with in strict rotation of
receipt and in any case you will be contacted within four months of your
appeal being received.
If the Listing Officer agrees with your appeal you will be notified that
it is considered "well-fou~ded" and the Valuation List altered accordingly.
Or, during discussions 'Yith the Officer, you will be invited to come to a
compromise and sign an agreement fom1.

Why not drop in for some Christmas reading?

If the matter is then agreed, the Listing Officer will alter the Valuation
List within the following six weeks.
If the proposal is not agreed then you have a right to have your case
heard by an independent Valuation Tribunal.
You do have to continue to pay the amount demanded by your
Council until the matter is settled. If the case is settled in your favour
any overpayment will be refunded.
It's better by train. Better train connections and no service cuts is
the message from the Dulwich Society's local Station Guides.
The new Network South East timetable starts of October 4. The
Guides show regular connections at Herne Hill for city workers living in
West Dulwich and Sydenham Hill who previously had to wait up to 25
minutes for the next train home. Trains in this area, unlike in other
parts of the South East, have not suffered any cuts. For instance, there
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td Calton Avenue, Dulwich Village,
London SE21 7DE
Telephone: 081-693 2808
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Arcadian Sunset

He rather liked her mother's maiden name, Llmpenny, but after a lot
of discussion they chose Moura, the Russian for Mary - after all she was
already devoted to the Russian composers - and Lymphany, the Cornish
spelling of her mother's name.

Even during a black clouded torrential ralnstonn, Peskett could proudly
point out to me the colours as Blake looks out on to an Arcadian sunset
at a tree full of angels singing. Below him flows the River of Life, which
represents themes of social Justice and cultural and racial harmony. On
the banks of the River are the Trees Of Life, the leaves of which bring
healing to all nations. Peace, Joy, love and Justice are written in different
languages and painted on the leaves of the Trees of Life, indicating the
wish for reconciliation and healing between all people regardless of class,
race and religion.

Voice over.

The mural raises awareness of the Goose Green Appeal whose
objective ls to build a community centre for local people and of
Southwark Consortium, a charity for people with learning difficulties.

Those who live around Dulwlch Park are quite accustomed to people who
love the sound of the car radio, their own voices and the public address
system.

Straight Man

On Sunday, October 10, they were treated to all three. The offenders
were the male and female commentators of the park athletic road race.
They broadcast announcements, interviews, who was there, who was not
there, where to get water, where to pass water and general waffle that
could be heard far beyond the park boundaries. I know. I was trying to
record, behind thick walls and closed windows, Puerl Cantores' Duruffle
Requiem. The Requiem ls full of their remarks.

Some of Blake's contemporaries thought he was mad. He was one of the
sanest of men. His friend and disciple, Samuel Palmer, thought "he was
a man without a mask, his aim single, his path stralghtfo1wards, and his
wants few: so he was free, noble, happy."
He no doubt saw the displeasing and gaudy appearance of much
around him, as do the people of central Dulwich. We can only wonder
how long it will be before someone notices another unsightly brick wall
and paints on it another message of hope.

Moura Lymphany, at 77, thinks that playing the piano is good for her
blood pressure and those who were with me at the Dulwich Picture
Gallery to hear her concert, could believe her. As Michael Caine would
say, not many people know that.

The race was in aid of the charity Families in Stress. Alas, for the
distressed people for whom the Requiem was intended it was too late.
Mary Morgan, millcwoman.

More on Moura
It was very exciting to see Mary Gertrude Johnstone again in Dulwich. Of
course, you wouldn't remember her under that name. She was a child of
twelve singing and playing the piano for conductor Basil Cameron when
he said, "Really, Mary, Mary Johnstone ls no good as a stage name."

HEALING
Eileen Smith ACOH
Complementary Medicine can help those suffering from chronic illness.
Today it is recognised by the BMA as a means of treatment which can
help apparently intractable problems.

If you think healing could help you, please ring for an appointment.
"William Blake's Vision of Angels"
A mural by Stan Peskett for the Dulwich Festival
18-25 September 1993
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081-670-7128
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Fatal road accidents in Dulwich

1990-1992: I

Dulwich Village, looking north: a wide-open invitation to speed

A 20 MPH LIMIT PROPOSED.
Schools in Dulwich and the Dulwich Society are working together to
promote a traffic plan to make the area safer particularly for children.
The main features of the plan would be safe cycle routes, particularly
linking schools and res.idential areas and a 20 mph zone covering much
of the area.
Experience in other parts of the country has shown that 20 mph
zones result In marked reductions In the number and severity of
accidents. In 60 experimental 20 mph zones child deaths fell by 80 per
cent in accidents where pedestrians and cyclists were hit by cars. The
overall number of casualties in traffic accidents was reduced by 70 per
cent.
Older people will remember that during World War Two, with far less
traffic on the roads, the dangers of travelling in the black-out were
drastically reduced by imposing a 20 mph speed limit.
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Residents support.

Traffic calmers'l'

Support for these ideas ls growing and residents were invited to take part
in a discussion on traffic concern, the danger to children and adults,
noise and intimidation and air pollution.

Looking northwards through Dulwlch Village it seems a wide-open
invitation to speed.

On Friday, October 8, a meeting to reduce the dangers and improve
the local environment was held at St Faith's centre, Red Post Hill.
Tessa Jowell, MP for Dulwich; councillor Jeremy Fraser, chaim1an of
Southwark's Planning and Traffic Management Committee, took part
under the chairmanship of Bill Higman, vice-chairman of the Dulwlch
Society.
Maps, photographs and plans showed how the neighbourhood could
be improved by calmed traffic flow, fair balance between local and
commuting traffic, safer walking and cycling and an overall plan with
minimal rivalry between individual roads.
The methods by which this could be achieved include:
Two 20 mph zones, one covering the Dulwlch Village area and the
other south Dulwich, with the extension of these ideas to the Dulwich
area which falls in the borough of Lambeth.

Alastair Hanton
Chai1man, TI-aific & 1)-ansport

The Red Route.
The three months and more disruption for repairs to the South Circular
Road (A205) between Croxted Road (A2 l 99) and the Grove Tavern,
Lordship Lane (A2216) has almost ended. This has resulted in more
motorists avoiding College Road and taking Alleyn Park and Gallery
Road, in addition to those already avoiding the 50p College Road toll-gate
fee, bigger Dulw:ich Village traffic Jams followed.
The South Circular Road now becomes a Red Route between Croxted
Road and Cliftons Roundabout where the A205 crosses the A20 at Lee.
An exhibition to see the proposals was held at the Old Library, Dulwlch
College, on Tuesday, November 30th, but for those who missed it there
will be a review of the Red Route plan in the next issue of the Newsletter.

Enforced 30 mph limit on the South Circular Road.
Safe cycle routes linking schools, homes and shops.

Frank Delicata

Safe pedestrian crossi~gs, especially near schools.
Support for local train and bus services.
School danger.
The headteacher of Kingsdale School, S. C. Williams, in a letter of
support for the campaign says:
"This school has doubled in size in four years and will increase by
another third by 1996 - to 1,200 pupils. The erection of the (new) toll
gate in College Road has led to an increase in traffic In Alleyn Park
creating Increased dangers for my children and those at Dulwlch Prep.
"The problems are at their worst between 8.15 and 9.00 and 3.15 and
4. when the large number of parents collecting children from our two
schools creates a further hazard for pedestrians.
"I have asked for police patrols at these times to discourage parents
from parking directly outside the two schools and I have also requested
traffic control systems - speed traps, traffic humps and so on - to slow
through traffic down."
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The complete plumbing
& heating service
Boiler seIVicing
Drain clearance
Corgi registered
7 day service 365 days
a-year
Free estimates & heating
design seIVice
Bathrooms & kitchens
fitted
24 hr em()rgency service

081-299 3511

13 BEW COURT, LORDSHIP lANE, SE22

Carpentry,
Metalwork
and Renovations
Custom designed and crafted
furniture for the kitchen,
bedroom and garden
- at affordable prices.
Other specialisations:
- Doors, windows, shutters
- Locks & security fittings
- Restoration
Designs and
estimates given free
Telephone: 081-650 0742
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FUTURE OF DULWICH

1. The Advisory Committee met on 14th September; In the absence of Mr.
Gotch, Mr. Cousins took the Chair and the Estates Governors were
represented by Mr. Cather, Mr. Davis and Mr. Joanes. The residents of
Dulwich were represented by Mr. Collins and Mr. Pratt (Dulwich Society);
Professor Whiteman and Mr. Higman (Dulwich Village Preservation
Society) and Mr. Aldwinckle (Dulwich Residents Association).
2. Apart from the matters raised by the DRA in advance of the
meeting (see below). the only item on the Agenda was that concerning an
Arbitration decision which arose from lhe EGs' refusal of an application
for the construction of a detached double garage on the Estate. The
finding In this Arbitration, as In the previous two Arbitrations was
against the EGs, with the result that they are considering whether to
appeal to the Court on the grounds that the Arbitrator has incorrectly
applied his powers under the Scheme of Management.
3. The Agenda Items submitted by the DRA (on behalf of both the DS
and the DRA) were under 3 headings: (1) The EGs Annual Accounts for
the year ended 31st March 1993; (2) The Leasehold Reform, Housing and
Urban Development Act 1993; and (3) the Charity Commissioners.

Estate accounts
4. The General Manager and Secretary had omitted from the Agenda both
Items relating to the Annual Accounts without giving a reason for this
omission. They are therefore reproduced here, for the benefit of our
members.
(a) Debtors: This figure is again approaching £2 million, after a fall of
£300,000 In 1992. Since 1990 debtors have run at about £1 million
higher than In earlier years. How much of this Is due to arrears of
payments by residents, and would the Estates Governors provide a more
detailed explanation?
(bl Estate management costs to residents: The Accounts do not
provide a complete picture of gross amounts charged to residents for all
categories of property and garden maintenance, professional charges,
management charges and V.A.T. Would the Estates Governors please
now make available full accounts which show these figures, with the full
effect on their cash flow?
The Chairman gave no indication as to whether the EGs would
respond to either of these requests for Information, but stated that staff
were available by consultation If this were necessary.
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Leasehold reform
5. Regarding the Leasehold Reform Act 1993, the reply to the DRA's
question regarding amendment of the existing Scheme of Management,
(approved by Mr. Justice Walton In 1974) was as follows:
"The DRA asks for clarification of the EGs' Intentions regarding their
Intended applications to the High Court for changes to the Scheme of
Management, In the light of Section 75 of the new Act, which apparently
enables managers of Schemes under the 1967 Act to apply to a
Leasehold Valuation Tribunal for variations to Schemes, rather than to
the High Court." - "The Committee is Informed that the implications of
the new Act are currently being considered, but there would appear to be
clear advantages in any variations to the existing Scheme being dealt
with by a Leasehold Valuation Tribunal, rather than the High Court."

Future management
6. Finally, under "Any other business", a matter of considerable Interest
to all members of the Advisory Committee was raised when Professor
Whiteman, speaking In his capacity as President of the Joint Residents
Committee (JRC), offered to renew negotiations with the EGs. He
reported that the JRC, at a recent meeting of its Council, had considered
the way forward and had reached the conclusion that this should be by
way of forn1al discussions between the JRC and the EGs, but that prior
to any meetings, the JRC would need to have this appropriate
documentation. The view of the JRC. was that a revised Scheme of
Management, operated by the EGs, should continue but if the EGs
wanted the residents to play an enlarged part in the future, this would
necessarily impose a higher cost on enfranchised owners than at present
and hence the size and composition of the "dowry" to be made available
to any Successor Body would need to be discussed. The JRC. would not
lay down any pre-conditions but before formal discussions took place,
however, the following documents would need to be produced by the
EGs:(1) Details of the proposed changes in the existing Scheme as
proposed (a) by the 2nd Interim Application and (b) by the Substantive
Application.

(2) A revised Business Plan.
(3) Proposed change in management procedures.
(4) The EGs' position with regard to their own land and a future
Scheme of Management.
(5) The provision of a list of all "enfranchised owners" who bear the

reasons are apparent from the financial position of the Charity. There are
grounds, however, for strong suspicion that the Governors' reaction has
been the outcome of poor public relations with residents, and stems from
management shortcomings rather than external pressures. They may
well have drawn the w,rong conclusions from the figures, and take
Incorrect and unnecessary policy decisions as a result. In Justifying their
actions they have emphasised their obligations as charitable trustees
and pressures from their beneficiaries and from the Charity Commission'
although there is little evidence that any of these have forced th~
particular decision on them.
Conclusions
Before residents even consider any proposed change In Scheme
administration to improve the Governors' collection of revenue or easing
of their planning responsibilities, we should feel entitled to have more
information on the Governors' cash flow, and reasons for problems which
they claim to have In recovering money. Scheme of Management recovery
appears to be only a minor problem In the Estate's financial
administration, compared with the soaring cost of management and
apparent difficulty In collecting money due.
There is also a need for residents to be suspicious about accepting
changes In the administration of the Scheme before we have a clearer
picture of the Estate Governors' Intentions about their future
management of property In Dulwich. These issues should be considered
in conjunction.

VILLAGE SHOPS

Reg Collins, chairman of the Society, Stella Benwell and I met with Mr J.
C. Wylie, General Manager of the Estates Governors, and Mr R. J. R.
Cousins, Chairman of the Estates' Property Committee, on July g to put
forward the Society's views and concerns about the management and
vacancy levels of shops in Dulwich. The meeting was intended as a
follow-up to a letter sent to Mr Jeremy Gotch and then forwarded to Mr
Cousins.
The points made by the Society's representatives were as follows:
1. The Estates' Governors are in the rare and powerful position of
controlling the freeholds of the shops in the locality and are, therefore, in
a strong position, relative to other shopping areas, to attract, foster and
maintain a good mix of shop tenants.
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Specialist manager?
2. One way of achieving this is to appoint a specialist shops manager to
promote Dulwich as a shopping area. The tasks of such a manager
would include the identification of new shop tenants and type of traders
and to coordinate an advertising, marketing and letting programme.
3. The appointment of existing letting agents should be reviewed.
There has been a fair amount of criticism directed as the Estates'
Governors about the number of vacant shops and It Is clear that they are
not complacent and are endeavouring to remedy the situation. The
vacancy rate among their shops Is no higher than the average
throughout Greater London but In view of the prosperity of the locality
and point Number 1, re - the Governors' strong position, the rate should
perhaps be lower.
The Estate has brought in new letting agents and I believe their
asking terms for vacant units are sufficiently flexible as not to deter
prospective shop tenants.
The Governors do not intend to appoint a specialist retail manager as
they feel that the letting agents perform this task.
Martin HmTison
Planning Sub-Committee

While in East Dulwich ... John Beasley, a social worker and local
historian, ticks off on his fingers the shops that have closed over the past
18 months. First there was the Co-op, then the butcher's shops - three
at the last count - then a greengrocer's and an electrical shop. The
Impact, he says, has been devastating, writes David Nicholson-Lord.
In March last year, Sainsbury opened a superstore at Dog Kennel
Hill, in Dulwich. It was build on eight acres of sports ground against
protests by residents. Southwark council initially rejected the planning
application but after a £3 m "planning gain" offer by Sainsbury - the deal
included a park and cash for a wildlife garden - It changed Its mind.
Really local
Protesters have seen many of their fears realised. Half a mile from the
new superstore, Lordship Lane - described by Tessa Jowell, Labour MP
for Dulwich as "one of the last really local shopping streets in London" has been badly hit. A year after opening the new store, Sainsbury closed
its supemmrket less than a mile away in Peckham opened only In 1982.
Sainsbury Is happy with its new store. Rod Sellers, Its development
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